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The economics of climate change impacts and adaptation

The national price tag of accelerating climate change
$14B annually
from lost worker
productivity by
2080s

$10B welfare
loss from heatrelated deaths in
2085

9.6% fall in
employment
level by end
of century

$8B annually
from inland
flooding by
2080s

$120B loss of
household
income by
mid-century

$4B annually
from damage
to electricity
infrastructure

$101B fall in
level of GDP
by midcentury

$7B annually
due to damage
to roads by
2080s

$400M annually
from heat-related
healthcare
expenditures
Sources: Boyd et al (2021), Industrial Economics (2020) and Sawyer et al. (2022)

Projected future costs of climate change for Canadian municipalities
Edmonton

Toronto

$3.3B and $8.4B direct
costs in 2055 and 2085

$65B - $96B
present value costs

Losses across 12 human &
natural systems from 16 climate
impact-drivers (2022 $)

(2010-2100; DR = 4%; 2008 $)
Mortality from heat and poor
air quality

Halifax
$90M - $175M
cumulative GDP costs
(2040 relative to 2015)

Vancouver
$36B - $48B
present value costs
(2010-2100; DR = 4%; 2008 $)
Mortality from heat and poor
air quality

Damages from storm surge
and high winds (2013 $)

Calgary

Mississauga

$2.6B and $7.8B direct
costs in 2055 and 2085

$58M - $101M
cumulative GDP costs

Losses across 11 human &
natural systems from 14 climate
impact-drivers (2022 $)

(2040 relative to 2015)
Damages from stormwater
and freezing rain (2013 $)

Deep dive into constructing “cost of inaction” for Calgary and Edmonton
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Inventory of exposed human &
natural systems
(present and future)

Projected changes in climate
impact-drivers, baseline period to
2020s, 2050s and 2080s

$ value of measured impacts
(current and future)

Roads
LRT rails
Active transport paths
Buildings
Electricity T&D
Drinking water
Wastewater
Drainage
Natural assets
Workforce
Public health & safety
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Higher average temperatures
Extreme heat events
Freeze-thaw cycles
Pluvial flooding
River flooding
Extreme cold events
Multi-year drought
Hail event
High wind event
Freezing rain event
Heavy snowfall

• Replacement cost of
•
•
•
•
•

manufactured and natural
assets
Value of ecosystem services
Value of time
Labour productivity
Healthcare costs
Welfare costs of health effects

Linking the main elements together using damage models – labour supply YYC
NAICS 23: Construction

Change in hours supplied by worker per year
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Step 1: calculate “cost of inaction” today

Direct tangible & intangible costs
($ B 2022)

1

of exposed human
2 Quantity
& natural systems today

3

$ value of affected
systems today

$0.7B
2025

2055

2085

Projected changes in climate
impact-drivers, baseline period
to 2025 (2011-2040)

Step 2: calculate costs if city grows but the climate remains stable at 2025 levels
 Projections of exposed
Direct tangible & intangible costs
($ B 2022)

human and natural systems

 Projections of unit values

Costs attributable to projected
socio-economic change in Calgary
$2.5B

Adaptation deficit to current
climate conditions increases

$1.4B
$0.7B
2025

2055

2085

Step 3: calculate costs if further climate change is overlaid on a future Calgary?
$7.8B

Full magnitude of projected costs
if a future Calgary is exposed to
further climate change

+$5.3B

Costs attributable to solely
further climate change

Direct tangible & intangible costs
($ B 2022)

Projected changes in
climate impact-drivers

$2.6B
+$1.2B

$2.5B

$1.4B

Growing adaptation deficit to
current climate conditions (2025)

$0.7B
2025

2055

2085

Direct costs are not evenly distributed across affected sectors
2055
Public health heat events
5%

Public health air quality
33%

Roads and
LRT tracks
2%

Buildings flooding
12%
Buildings storms
9%

$ 2.6 B

Buildings energy costs
7%

Electricity
T&D - linear
1%
Labour
productivity
8%

Water - linear
6%
Natural areas
12%

Calgary

City trees
5%

Public health other outcomes
2%
Public health mental health
14%

Public health heat events
6%

2055
Roads, LRT
tracks,
pathways Buildings 1%
flooding
10%

Buildings storms
10%
Buildings energy costs
-2%
Electricity
T&D - linear
0.4%

$ 3.3 B

Water & drainage
7%

Public health air quality
27%

City trees
10%

Labour
productivity
2%

Natural areas
9%

Edmonton

Extending direct tangible costs to regional economy
ü Misconception that spending to repair damages is a benefit to economy – it has an
opportunity cost
ü Opportunity costs captured using a regionalized input-output model of economy
Macroeconomic
indicators

2025

2055

2085

($ 2020 B per year)

Macroeconomic
indicators

2025

2055

2085

($ 2020 B per year)

Tax revenues

0.0

0.1

0.5

Tax revenues

0.1

0.1

0.5

Labour income

0.3

1.2

3.6

Labour income

0.5

1.3

3.5

Gross output

1.3

5.2

16.6

Gross output

2.2

5.5

15.4

GDP

0.5

2.2

7.0

GDP

0.9

2.2

6.2

City of Calgary

City of Edmonton

Clear need for climate adaptation! But what will it cost?

ü 0.26% of GDP per year nationally [estimated
expenditures in Canadian municipal adaptation
plans] Source: FCM & IBC, 2019
Michael Wilson, CBC Toronto

Green t design, Municipal Hall Calgary

Alberta Government, Calgary Zoo Flood Mitigation

ü 0.12% - 0.25% of GDP per year over next 5 years
[estimated expenditures on drinking water,
sanitation, drainage, green infrastructure and roads
in Quebec] Source: Ouranos, 2019
ü 0.22% – 0.23% of GDP in 2015 [actual public and
private sector spend on adaptation in NYC, London
and Paris] Source: Georgeson et al., 2016

Illustrative 10-year adaptation investment costs at 0.26% of projected GDP
Moncton
$90 M

Red Deer
$250 M

Charlottetown
$45 M

Kelowna
$200 M

St John’s
$240 M
Halifax
$585 M
Regina
$210 M

Sherbrooke
$190 M
Brandon
$65 M

Sudbury
$230 M

The good news … investing $1 in proactive adaptation will return …

$10.5

$3

$5.5

From ‘soft’ engineered
measures for coastal
flooding, low water levels in
Great Lakes, heat-related
deaths, forestry

From ‘hard’ engineered
measures for coastal
flooding and low water
levels in Great Lakes

Installing “shading
technologies” on 50% of
manufacturing buildings
to reduce hours lost to
heat exposure

Source: Boyd and Markandya (2021)

$1.7
Adoption of “green
roofs” on 75% of viable
urban buildings to reduce
heat-related deaths
Source: Boyd et al.(2021)

Source: Boyd et al.(2021)

Source: Boyd and Markandya (2021)

$5.1

$9

$4.1

$4.9

From flood
mitigation
measures

From
strengthening
early warning
systems

From
strengthening
building codes
for storms and
flooding

From making
infrastructure
more resilient

Source: Rose et al (2007)
(evaluation of +5000 US
FEMA projects)

Source: Global
Commission on
Adaptation

Source: US National
Institute of Building
Science

Source: Global
Commission on
Adaptation

What do the adaptation costs and benefits look like for Edmonton?

Scenario

10-year total
adaptation
investment
(2025-2035)
($2022 B)

Projected total direct and indirect (economywide) costs of climate change
(2025-2060)
No adaptation

With adaptation

($2022 B)

($2022 B)

Lifetime benefits
of adaptation
investment

Reduction in
projected
damages

Residual losses

($2022 B)

(% of baseline costs)

(% of baseline costs)

Invest 0.26% of projected GDP
$1 returns $4

2.0

53.3

45.4

7.9

15%

85%

$1 returns $5

2.0

53.3

43.4

9.9

19%

81%

$1 returns $6

2.0

53.3

41.5

11.8

22%

78%

$1 returns $4

7.6

53.3

23.0

30.3

57%

43%

$1 returns $5

7.6

53.3

15.4

37.9

71%

29%

$1 returns $6

7.6

53.3

7.8

45.5

85%

15%

Invest 1% of projected GDP

Thank you! Merci!
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